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Abstract—Humans are natural face recognition experts, far out-performing current automated face recognition algorithms, especially in
naturalistic, “in the wild” settings. However, a striking feature of human face recognition is that we are dramatically better at recognizing
highly familiar faces, presumably because we can leverage large amounts of past experience with the appearance of an individual to
aid future recognition. Meanwhile, the analogous situation in automated face recognition, where a large number of training examples of
an individual are available, has been largely underexplored, in spite of the increasing relevance of this setting in the age of social media.
Inspired by these observations, we propose to explicitly learn enhanced face representations on a per-individual basis, and we present
two methods enabling this approach. By learning and operating within person-specific representations, we are able to significantly
outperform the previous state-of-the-art on PubFig83, a challenging benchmark for familiar face recognition in the wild, using a novel
method for learning representations in deep visual hierarchies. We suggest that such person-specific representations aid recognition
by introducing an intermediate form of regularization to the problem.

Index Terms—Face Recognition, Face Information Modeling, Representation Learning, Deep Learning, Biologically-Inspired Computer
Vision, Partial Least Squares, Support Vector Machines.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

The notion of creating a face “representation” tailored
to the structure found in faces is a longstanding and
foundational idea in automated face recognition research
[1], [2], [3]. Indeed, a multitude of face recognition
approaches employ an initial transformation into a gen-
eral representation space before performing further pro-
cessing [4], [5], [6], [7]. However, while the resulting
face representation naturally captures structure found
in common with all faces, much less attention has been
paid to exploring the possibility of face representations
constructed on a per individual basis.

Several observations motivate exploring the problem
of person-specific face representations. First, intuitively,
different facial features can be differentially distinc-
tive across individuals. For instance, a given individual
might have a distinctive nose, or a particular relation-
ship between face features. Meanwhile, in realistic “in
the wild” environments, these features might undergo
significant variation due to changes in lighting, viewing
angle, expression, occlusion, etc. Exploring feature ex-
traction that is robust to these variations and tailored to
specific individuals of interest is a potentially promising
approach to tackling unconstrained face recognition.
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In addition, the task of learning specialized representa-
tions in a per-individual basis has a natural relationship
to the notion of “familiarity” in human face recognition,
in that the brain may rely on enhanced face representa-
tions for familiar individuals [8], [9]. If we consider that
humans are generally excellent at identifying familiar
individuals even under uncontrolled viewing conditions
[10], face familiarity is a specially relevant notion to
pursue in the design of robust face recognition systems
[11].

Finally, we argue that exploring this approach is es-
pecially timely today, as cameras become increasingly
ubiquitous, recording an ever-growing torrent of image
and video data. While to date much of face recognition
research has focused on matching (e.g., same/different)
paradigms based on image pairs, the sheer volume of
image data, in combination with user-driven cooperative
face labeling, makes “familiar” face recognition increas-
ingly relevant. One context where such an approach
is especially attractive is in social media, where the
problem is often to recognize an individual belonging
to a limited, fixed gallery of possible friends, for whom
many previous labeled training examples are frequently
available. More generally, the ability to leverage a large
number of past examples of specific individuals is a
potential boon any time multiple examples of some finite
number of persons of interest are available.

In Fig. 1, we present two distinct pipelines illustrat-
ing how our approach compares with methods most
commonly found in the literature. As a first step, both
pipelines (a) and (b) transform the input images into a
feature set where the faces are described by the same,
general attributes. Well-known techniques to derive this
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Fig. 1. Pipelines illustrating how methods can be regarded with respect to the employed face representation approach.
Both pipelines (a) and (b) transform the input images into a feature set where the faces are described by the same,
general attributes. Common techniques to derive this representation are Eigenface [1], Gabor wavelets [2], Local
Binary Patterns [3], Fisherface [4], among others. On top of general face representations, methods following pipeline
(a) directly perform learning tasks. In contrast, as presented in pipeline (b), our approach is to explicitly cast these
general representations in person-specific ones by means of intermediate learning tasks that are based on domain
knowledge, and are aimed at emphasizing the most discriminant face aspects of each individual.

representation are Eigenface [1], Gabor wavelets [2],
Local Binary Patterns [3], Fisherface [4], Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform [12], among others. On top of general
face representations, face recognition methods follow-
ing pipeline (a) directly perform learning tasks such as
training one or multiple binary classifiers [13], [14], [15],
learning similarity measures [6], [16], or learning sparse
encodings [7]. In contrast, as presented in pipeline (b),
our approach is to explicitly cast these general represen-
tations in person-specific ones by means of intermediate
learning tasks that are based on domain knowledge, and
are aimed at emphasizing the most discriminant face
aspects of each individual.

From a machine learning perspective, we believe that
these enhanced intermediate representations might alle-
viate the problem, allowing the subsequent classifiers to
generalize better. From the perspective of psychological
research, there are similarities between the proposed
approach and the face recognition units (FRUs) of Bruce
& Young’s theoretical model of human face recogni-
tion [17], in which FRUs can be thought of person-
specific units that retain visual structural information of
familiar faces.

While several previous studies have used some form
of person-specific representation in face recognition [18],
[19], [20], the study of person-specific feature learning
is still in its infancy. Here we validate the concept of
person-specific face representations, and describe two
approaches based on subspace learning and deep con-
volutional networks to building them from face im-
ages in the wild. Taken together, we argue that these
techniques show that the person-specific representation
learning approach holds great promise in advancing face
recognition research, including psychological research in

the vein of [21].

1.1 Contributions

We present and evaluate two methods for person-specific
representation learning with the goal of validating the
overall approach. Our methods and experiments con-
sider the unconstrained, “in the wild” face recognition
scenario that here is represented by the PubFig83 [15]
dataset, described in Sec. 2.

The first method is presented in Sec. 3 and is based on
a person-specific application of partial least squares (PS-
PLS) to generate per-individual subspaces from any kind
of visual representation in Rd [22]. A key motivating
insight here is that a person-specific subspace, due to
its supervised nature, can capture both aspects of the
face that are good for discriminating it from others, as
well as natural variation in appearance that is present in
the unconstrained images of that individual. We show
that operating in person-specific subspaces yields sig-
nificant improvements in face recognition performance
as compared to either “general” subspace learning ap-
proaches or classic supervised learning alone. Further,
we show that such subspace method, when applied atop
a deep convolutional neural network representation, can
achieve recognition performance that exceeds the previ-
ous state-of-the-art on PubFig83.

Therefore, in Sec. 4 we introduce a second method to
incorporate person-specific learning directly into a deep
convolutional neural network. We demonstrate that, as
long as we observe a few key principles in the network
information flow, it is possible to learn discriminative
filters at the topmost convolutional layer of the network
with an approach based on SVMs. The inspiration to
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this approach comes from the assumption that class-
specific transformations might be learned at the top of
the human ventral visual stream hierarchy [23], and
that neurons responding to specific faces might exist in
the brain at even deeper stages [24]. We compare our
method with other approaches and demonstrate that the
proposed learning strategy produces an additional and
significant performance boost on the PubFig83 dataset,
for both identification and verification paradigms.

2 PUBFIG83: DATASET AND PROTOCOL

The PubFig83 dataset [15] is a subset of the PubFig
dataset [25], which is, in turn, a large collection of real-
world images of celebrities collected from the Internet.
This subset is the result of a series of processing steps
aimed at removing spurious face samples from PubFig,
i.e., non-detectable, near-duplicate, etc. In addition, only
persons for whom 100 or more face images remained
were considered, leading to a dataset with 83 subjects.

PubFig83 was established and released to promote
research on familiar face recognition in the wild [15],
in the setting where multiple training examples are
available per individual (e.g., in contrast to face matching
protocols). To our knowledge, this is the only publicly-
available face dataset with this many unconstrained, di-
verse images per individual, making it especially well-
suited to the study of person-specific representations.

We aligned the images by the position of the eyes and
followed the original protocol of [15], where the dataset
was randomly split into ten pairs of training and test sets
considering, for each individual, 90 images for training
and 10 for test. In identification mode, performance is
measured in the “closed-set” scenario and is reported in
terms of accuracy, standing for the proportion of times
that the system correctly predicts test images from the
set of 83 individuals. In verification mode, performance
is reported via receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves and is measured both in the closed-set and in
the “open-set” scenarios, where the later is devised by
further splitting the dataset at random into 50 known
and 33 unknown individuals.

In Fig. 2, we present images of three individuals in a
given split of PubFig83. Here we show five (out of 90)
training images and five (out of 10) test images of each.
We can observe that this dataset presents many factors of
variation in face appearance: aging, pose, illumination,
expression, occlusion, hairstyle, among others. Extract-
ing representations from these images in a way that such
intrapersonal variation is alleviated, while extrapersonal
variation is emphasized, is the foundational purpose
of automatic face representation research [26]. Another
challenging aspect of the dataset is that images are
originally 100⇥100 pixels in size.

3 PERSON-SPECIFIC SUBSPACE ANALYSIS

The creation of subspaces tailored for faces is a classic
technique in the face recognition literature; a variety

~train ~test ~train ~test ~train ~test

Fig. 2. Images of three individuals in a given split of Pub-
Fig83. Here we show five (out of 90) training images and
five (out of 10) test images of each individual. The dataset
presents many factors of variation in face appearance.

of matrix-factorization techniques have been applied
to faces (e.g., Eigenface [1], Fisherface [4], Tensorface
[5], etc.), which seek to model structure across a set
of training faces, such that new face examples can be
projected onto these spaces and can be compared. A
principle advantage of projecting onto such subspaces
is in the reduction of noise by limiting comparison
to few relevant dimensions of variability in faces, as
measured across a large number of images. However,
while these methods naturally capture general structure
across a set of faces, they typically discover either just
structure that is common to reconstruct all faces (as in
the case of Eigenface), or just structure that is common
to discriminate all faces at the same time (as in the case
of Fisherface).

In this section, we propose the use of a technique
to build person-specific models on any kind of visual
representation in Rd. In particular, we build person-
specific face subspaces from orthonormal projection vec-
tors obtained by using a discriminative per-individual
configuration of partial least squares [27], which we refer
to as person-specific PLS or PS-PLS models. While partial
least squares methods have been used in other contexts
in face recognition before [28], [29], in the absence of
a dataset that contains many examples per individual
such as PubFig83, it is not possible for PLS methods to
model natural variability in face appearance found in
unconstrained images.

3.1 Partial Least Squares (PLS)

Partial least squares is a class of methods primarily
designed to model relations between sets of observed
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variables by means of latent vectors [27], [30]. It can also
be applied as a discriminant tool for the estimation of
a low dimensional space that maximizes the separation
between samples of different classes. PLS has been used
in different areas [31], [32] and, recently, it is also being
successfully applied to computer vision problems for
dimensionality reduction, regression, and classification
purposes [28], [29], [33], [34].

Given two matrices X and Y respectively with d and
k mean-centered variables and both with n samples, PLS
decomposes X and Y into

X = TP

T

+E and Y = UQ

T

+ F, (1)

where T

n⇥p

and U

n⇥p

are matrices containing the de-
sired number p of latent vectors, matrices P

d⇥p

and Q

k⇥p

represent the loadings, and matrices E

n⇥d

and F

n⇥k

are
the residuals.

One approach to perform the PLS decomposition
employs the Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares
(NIPALS) algorithm [27], in which projection vectors w

and c are determined iteratively such that

[cov(t,u)]

2
= max

||w||=||c||=1
[cov(Xw,Yc)]

2
, (2)

where cov(t,u) is the sample covariance between the
latent vectors t and u. In order to compute w and c,
given a random initialization of u, the following steps
are repeatedly executed [30]:

1) u

old

= u 4) t = Xw 7) u = Yc

2) w = X

T

u 5) c = Y

T

t 8) if ||u� u

old

|| > ✏,
3) ||w|| ! 1 6) ||c|| ! 1 go to Step 1

When there is only one variable in Y, i.e., if k = 1,
then u can be initialized as u = Y = y. In this case,
the steps above are executed only once per latent vector
to be extracted [30]. The loadings are then computed by
regressing X on t and Y on u, i.e.,

p = X

T

t/(t

T
t) and q = Y

T

u/(u

T
u). (3)

In this work, we use PLS to model the relations be-
tween face samples and their identities. The relationship
between X and Y is then asymmetric and the predicted
variables in Y are modeled as indicators. In the asym-
metric case, after computing the latent vectors, matrices
X and Y are deflated by subtracting their rank-one
approximations based on t, that is,

X = X� tp

T and Y = Y � tt

T

Y/(t

T
t). (4)

Such deflation rule ensures orthogonality among the
latent vectors {t

i

}p
i=1 extracted over the iterations. For

details about the different types of PLS, their applicabil-
ity to other problems, and how they compare with other
techniques, we refer the reader to [30], [35].
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Fig. 3. From the training samples, PS-PLS creates a
different face subspace for each individual. A different
classifier is then trained in each subspace.

3.2 Person-Specific PLS

We learn face models with PLS for each person c at a
time by setting k = 1, Y

n⇥k

= y

c

, and y

c,s

= 1 if sample
s (out of n) belongs to class c or y

c,s

= 0 otherwise. As Y

has a single variable, this variant of PLS is also known as
PLS1 [30]. It is worth recalling from the previous section
that when k = 1, we can initialize u = y

c

and that,
in this case, obtaining the projection vectors {w}p

i=1 is
straightforward. In other words, at each iteration i,

w

i

= Xi

T

y

c

, (5)

where Xi is the matrix X deflated up to iteration i

according to Eq. 4.
The person-specific face model that we consider in this

case is the subspace spanned by the set of orthonormal
vectors {w

i

}p
i=1 produced by NIPALS for a person c.

Given that the variables in X are also normalized to
unit variance, w

i

expresses the relative importance of
the face features (i.e., the variables) to discriminate per-
son c from the others. As {w

i

}p
i=1 are orthogonal, this

model accounts for within-person variance in the face
appearance, a property also suggested to be relevant in
mental representations of familiar faces [8].

In Fig. 3 we illustrate the approach. From the visual
representation of the training samples, PS-PLS creates a
different face subspace for each individual. All training
samples are then projected onto each person-specific
subspace, so that a classifier can be trained in each
subspace. The classification engine that we use in our
experiments is made by linear SVMs in a one-versus-
all configuration, but it could be of any type provided
it can operate in multiple representation spaces. Given
a test sample, an overall decision is made according to
decisions made in each person-specific subspace. In this
work, we predict the face identity by choosing the person
whose corresponding SVM scored highest.
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3.3 Experiments

As already mentioned, PS-PLS models can be learned
from arbitrary Rd input spaces. Hence, we consider
four different visual representations in order to evaluate
them. The first visual representation that we take into
account is based on non-overlapping histograms of LBP
patches [3], a well-known baseline method for face de-
scription. The second and third representations are called
V1-like+ and HT-L2-1st. They are taken from [15] and
can be thought of as biologically-inspired visual models
of increasing complexity. Finally, the fourth representa-
tion is similar in spirit to HT-L2-1st and consists of a
three-layer visual hierarchy of the type found in [14].
We refer to this representation as L3+.

The main baseline for PS-PLS models consists of train-
ing linear SVMs straight from these visual representa-
tions, in which case we call the method RAW. In addition
to comparing RAW and PS-PLS, we also consider sub-
space models obtained via principal component analysis
(PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and Random
Projection (RP) [36]. PCA is intuitively appealing in the
context of face recognition and decomposes the training
set in a way that most of the variance among the
samples can be explained by a much smaller and ordered
vector basis. LDA is another well-known technique
that attempts to separate samples from different classes
by means of projection vectors pointing to directions
that decrease within-class variance while increasing the
between-classes variance. As our PS-PLS setup seeks to
maximize the separation only between-class, we argue
that this offers a good compromise between LDA and
PCA.

We further evaluate person-specific PCA models (PS-
PCA) and multiclass PLS models with the idea that they
would provide insight regarding the value of person-
specific spaces. PS-PCA models are built only with the
training samples of the person. For the multiclass PLS
models, we assume k as the number of classes and
make Y

n⇥k

= {y1,y2, . . . ,yk

}, with y

c,s

= 1 if sample s

belongs to class c or y

c,s

= 0 otherwise. Still, in the inner
loop of the NIPALS algorithm, each projection vector
is considered after satisfying a convergence tolerance
✏ = 10

�6 or after 30 iterations, whichever comes first. In
this case, as Y has multiple variables, this form of PLS is
also known as PLS2 [30]. While there remains substantial
room to evaluate other subspace and manifold learning
methods — including kernelized versions of PCA, LDA,
and PLS — we chose here to focus on some of the most
popular and straightforward methods available, with the
goal of cleanly assessing the benefit of building person-
specific subspaces.

The evaluation framework has two parameters: the
regularization constant C of the linear SVMs, and the
number of projection vectors to be considered, which
is relevant in the cases where the projection vectors
are ordered by their variance or discriminative power
(PCA, PS-PCA, PLS, and PS-PLS). We use a separate grid

TABLE 1
Mean identification rates obtained with different

subspace analysis techniques on the PubFig83 dataset.
In all cases, the final identities are estimated by linear

SVMs. In the last column, we present the most frequent
number of projection vectors found by grid search.

model LBP V1-like+ HT-L2-1st L3+ d (Rd)
RAW 65.28±.52 74.81±.35 83.66±.55 88.18±.24 –
RP 61.77±.57 69.04±.44 79.92±.50 85.77±.26 6,640
multiclass unsupervised
PCA 65.14±.48 74.59±.36 83.36±.47 87.86±.31 6,640
multiclass supervised
LDA 59.01±.54 76.16±.50 81.14±.30 87.83±.39 –
PLS 63.88±.54 74.90±.45 83.07±.47 87.20±.31 332
person-specific
PS-PCA 21.70±.58 29.95±.31 44.76±.45 54.58±.36 80
PS-PLS 67.90±.58 77.59±.53 84.32±.38 89.06±.32 20

search to estimate these parameters for each split. For this
purpose, we re-split the training set so that we obtain
80 samples per class to generate intermediate models
and 10 samples per class to validate them. We consider
{10�3

, 10

�2
, . . . , 10

5} as possible values to search for C.
For the RAW and LDA models, this is the only parameter
that we have to search, because, in the RAW case, no
projection is made in practice and, in LDA, the number
of projection vectors is fixed to the number of classes
minus 1.

The possible number of projection vectors that
we consider in the search can be represented as
{1m, 2m, . . . , 8m}. For person-specific subspace models,
m = 10, i.e., starting from 10, the number of projection
vectors is increased by 10 up to the total number of
data points per person in the intermediate training set.
Correspondingly, for the multiclass models, m = 10n,
where n is the number of persons in the dataset. The
only exception is PLS, where m = n. Although PLS is
a multiclass model, we observed that the ideal number
of projection vectors is concentrated in the first few, and
so we decided to refine the search accordingly, while
keeping the same number of trials as for the other
models. For all methods, the Scikit-learn package [37]
was used to compute the subspace models and LIBSVM
[38] was used to train the linear SVMs. In all cases, the
data was scaled to zero mean and unit variance.

3.4 Results
The results are shown in Table 1. In general, comparisons
are done with the first row, where performance is as-
sessed with the RAW visual representations. The remain-
ing rows are divided according to the type of subspace
analysis technique. It is possible to observe that the only
face subspace in which we could consistently get better
results than RAW across the different representations is
PS-PLS.

For the RP and PCA subspace analysis techniques,
we see no boost in performance above RAW. Since
unconstrained face images have a considerable amount
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Fig. 4. (a) Scatter plot of training and test samples projected onto the first two PS-PLS projection vectors of Adam
Sandler’s subspace learned using V1-like+. (b) First PS-PLS projection vector for three individuals in the dataset. (c)
Within-class most, on average, and least responsive face samples with respect to the projection onto (b). (d) Overall
least responsive training sample w.r.t. (b). (e) Test samples correctly recognized when considering person-specific
representations, but mistaken when using the RAW description. Samples in the first row of (b-e) are highlighted in (a).

of background clutter and these techniques do not regard
its removal while estimating the models, this is perfectly
reasonable. We observe that the visual representation
on which the performance of RP dropped most is V1-
like+, the largest in terms of input space dimensionality.
Both for RP and PCA, the most frequent number of
projection vectors found by grid search was 6,640, i.e.,
the maximum allowed. This gives us the intuition that,
operating with these unconstrained face images, the best
that RP and PCA can do is to retain as much information
in the input space as possible.

For the multiclass supervised techniques LDA and PLS,
we observe performance increases only with LDA on the
V1-like+ representation. While for HT-L2-1st and L3+
this may be simply the case of there being less room for
improvement, we think that person-specific manifolds in
the multiclass subspace are impaired by a more complex
relation among the projection vectors. Since both PLS
and PS-PLS follow the same rule for the estimation of
the projection vectors, the results corroborate the idea
that representing each individual in its own subspace
results in better performance.

In the person-specific category, we see that PS-PCA
considerably diminishes the predictive power of the
features in the input space. In all cases, the best number
of projection vectors found by grid search was 80, i.e., the
maximum allowed. When compared with PS-PLS, we
can see here the importance of person-specific models
being also discriminative, besides generative, for this
task.

In Fig. 4(a), we present a scatter plot of training
and test samples projected onto the first two PS-PLS
projection vectors of Adam Sandler’s subspace learned
from V1-like+ representations.1 Considering that the

1. As PubFig83 is a dataset with celebrities, we use their names
in this discussion. Also, we chose to use V1-like+ in this illustration
because the relation of image pixels to the elements of its feature vector
is more intuitive.

samples of Adam Sandler are in red, this plot illustrates
one point that we observed throughout the experiments:
that the predictive power of the first PS-PLS projection
vectors is higher than that of the second one. Indeed,
in PS-PLS, we found that the only projection vector
that leads to mean projection responses significantly
different between positive and negative samples is the
first one. Although all subsequent projection vectors
considerably increase performance, we believe that, from
the second vector on, they progressively account more
for person-specific variance than identity information. In
our experiments, performance began to saturate around
20 projection vectors.

Fig. 4(b) is the result of mapping the importance of
each V1-like+ feature back to the spatial domain, regard-
ing their relative importance found by the first PS-PLS
projection vector. Based on these illustrations, we can
clearly see that different attributes are being weighted
differently for each person, which goes against a rule
for specifying attribute weights for faces in general.

Columns in Fig. 4(c) show the person-specific most,
average, and least responsive face samples with respect
to the projection onto the first PS-PLS projection vector.
For Adam Sandler, these samples are highlighted in
the plot in Fig. 4(a). It is difficult to infer anything
concrete from these images, but we can see that the least
responsive samples represent large variations in pose
alignment and occlusion.

Still in Fig. 4, column (d) represents the overall least
responsive training sample with respect to (b). These
samples tend to be of the opposite gender, and hair
seems to play a role for the first two individuals. Finally,
in column (e) we present one test sample of each person
that was not recognized when considering the RAW
description of the faces, but that was recognized with the
aid of PS-PLS models. Despite showing just one sample
for Adam Sandler, there were three such cases, which
are all highlighted in Fig. 4(a).
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In general, we argue that these subspaces are useful
both for noise removal and for accentuating discrimina-
tive person-specific face aspects. Considering the results
obtained with the RAW visual representations, we see
that linear SVMs achieve reasonably high level of perfor-
mance; however, when these same classifiers are trained
and operate in PS-PLS subspaces, they perform bet-
ter, suggesting that these 20-dimensional person-specific
subspaces not only embed comparable levels of the
available face identity information, but also amplify it.

4 DEEP PERSON-SPECIFIC FILTERS

While person-specific subspace analysis is a promising
general approach to learning person-specific representa-
tions from arbitrary underlying feature representations,
the superior baseline performance of the L3+ visual
representation in the previous section led us to explore
whether the key theme of person-specific representation
could be incorporated more integrally into that represen-
tation.

The L3+ representation [14] is based on the use of
deep architectures for processing visual information.
Such approach has a long tradition in machine learn-
ing literature [39], [40], [41], [42], and has been gain-
ing attention due to recent breakthrough results in a
number of important vision problems [14], [43], [44].
These techniques seek to mimic the neural computation
of the brain in the hope of eventually reproducing its
abilities in specific tasks. The basic architecture employs
a hierarchical cascade of linear and nonlinear operations,
applied in the framework of a generalized convolution.

Since the work of Hinton et al. [42], the strategy of
greedily learning intermediate levels of representation
as a building block to construct deep networks has been
much discussed. While the focus has been put on un-
supervised methods aimed at minimizing some kind
of reconstruction error [45], [46], [47], little attention
has been devoted to supervised layer-wise representation
learning. This is possibly because discriminative learning
strategies employed at early layers may prematurely dis-
card information that would be critical to learn higher-
level features about the target [46].

The work of Pinto et al. [14] is of considerable impor-
tance to unconstrained face recognition in general and
to this work in particular. On the one hand, it achieves
state-of-the-art performance in the challenging Labeled
Faces in the Wild (LFW) benchmark [48]. On the other
hand, it is the basis of our L3+ visual representation. In
fact, this representation can be understood as the read-
out of a three-layer convolutional neural network whose
architecture was determined by performing a brute-force
optimization of model hyper-parameters, while using
random weights for the network’s convolution filters.

Here, we ask if these underlying L3+ representations
can be augmented by incorporating a person-specific
learning process for setting their linear filter weights,
resulting in an architecture that is both “deep” and

person-specific. In order to construct these deep person-
specific face models, we build on the idea of learning
increasingly complex representations (i.e., filter weights),
one layer after the other. To be more precise, we are
interested in learning person-specific models at the top
layer of the L3+ network. We focus on the top layer
not only because of the potentially disadvantages of
discriminative filter learning at early layers but also
for other two reasons: (i) the neuroscientific conjecture
that class-specific neurons should exist in high levels
of the human ventral visual stream hierarchy [23] and
(ii) the experimental evidence suggesting that neurons
responding to faces of specific individuals should exist
in the brain at even deeper stages [24].2

4.1 L3+ Top Layer

Given that the top layer of the L3+ network is the object
of our interest in the attempt to learn deep person-
specific representations, in this section we briefly de-
scribe its architecture and operations according to [14].
As we can observe in the left panel of Fig. 5, the third and
topmost layer of the L3+ network sequentially performs
linear filtering, filter response activation, and local pooling.

The filtering operation takes a 34⇥34⇥128 input from
the previous layer corresponding to 128 feature maps
and convolves it with filters �

i

of size 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 128 in
order to create k higher level new feature maps

f

i

= x⌦ �

i

8i 2 {1, 2, . . . , k}, (6)

where x is the input, ⌦ denotes the convolution opera-
tion, and k = 256 is the number of filters. The output of
the filtering operation is then subjected to an activation
function of the form

a

i

= max(0, f

i

), (7)

and these activations are, in turn, pooled together and
spatially downsampled with a stride of 2 (downsam-
pling factor of 4). In particular, the pooling and down-
sampling operation can be defined as

p

i

= downsample2(
10
p

(a

i

)

10 ⌦ 17⇥7), (8)

where 17⇥7 is a 7 ⇥ 7 matrix of ones representing the
pooling neighborhood. Note that the pooling operation
is simply the L

10-norm of the activations in the pooling
region, and can be regarded as an approximation of
the soft-max pooling of [41]. Finally, after these three
operations, the network outputs a visual representation
of size 12⇥ 12⇥ 256.

2. Another practical reason not to learn discriminative filters at early
layers is spatial variance. Face misalignment is a serious problem in
unconstrained face recognition that is significantly alleviated at higher
levels of the network. For example, in L3+, each input cell in the third
layer has a receptive field corresponding to a region of 65⇥ 65 pixels in
the input image.
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the L3+ convolutional
neural network, detailing the operations (sublayers) of its
topmost layer (left panel) and illustrating how data from an
input image is sampled in order to learn person-specific
filters �

i

at a given neighborhood (right panel). Early
steps of the network [14] are omitted to emphasize the
processing steps of our interest.

4.2 Proposed Approach

We propose an approach based on linear support vector
machines (SVMs) to learn filters on the third layer of the
L3+ representation. As we can see in the right panel of
Fig. 5, an input image when transformed up to layer 2 is
a feature vector x of size 34⇥ 34⇥ 128. From a training
set X with n samples, we are interested in learning
5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 128 filters �

i

that later will be convolved with
representations at the same input level. Given that these
filters are meant to be person-specific, the type of SVM
training that we carry out is one-versus-all, and assumes
that filters are going to be learned by taking as input the
same neighborhood N

i

of 5⇥5 elements in space from all
samples in X. In Fig. 5, this means to consider features in
the same red volume from all images, training an SVM
with Alec Baldwin, for example, as the positive class and
the other persons as the negative class. By doing so, a
person-specific filter expected to be highly responsive to
Alec Baldwin’s face aspects in N

i

is learned.

Let XNi be the training set at neighborhood N
i

and
y

c

be the labels for person c such that y

c,s

= +1 if
sample s (out of n) belongs to class c or y

c,s

= �1

otherwise. A filter for c in N
i

is simply the hyperplane �

i

obtained with the solution of the linear support vector

classification problem

min

�i,bi

1

2

||�
i

||2 + C

nX

s

max{0, 1� y

c,s

(�

i

· x
sNi + b

i

)}, (9)

where C is the regularization constant that we set to 10

5

in order to obtain a parameter-free hard-margin method.
In fact, the filter itself is the pair (�

i

, b
i

) with the intercept
b

i

ensuring that responses from different filters will be
in the same range. For the sake of notation clarity we
use only �

i

to denote this pair.
It is possible to observe that a correspondence between

filters � and neighborhoods N exists, that is, both �

i

and N
i

have the same index i specifying from which
region the filter is going to be learned. Indeed, there is
an important fact in determining i that allows us to train
independent filters. Recalling that the spatial resolution of
the input samples at layer 2 is 34⇥34 and that filters are
5⇥5 in space, we can train (34�5+1)

2
= 900 such filters.

However, we observe that the correlation between filters
trained from adjacent regions is undesirably high, and
so there is no benefit in considering them all. This is not
the case though if we subsample possible neighborhoods
with a stride of 3, in which situation the mean correlation
among the filters is close to zero. Therefore, the proposed
procedure to learn a third person-specific layer in the
L3+ hierarchy considers (b 34�5

3 c+ 1)

2
= 100 filters �.3

The final component that we add to our filter learn-
ing approach is inspired by an observation about the
information flow in the network when operating with
random filters.4 Provided that after drawing the weights
from a uniform distribution the filters are mean centered,
and given the activation function in Eq. 7, we observed
that, on average, half of the random filter responses are
set to zero after activation. The enforcement of such
“calibrated” sparsity in the random case showed to be
quite relevant to the network performance in our tests.
Therefore, we replicate this behavior in our method by
assuming ↵ as the mean response of all person-specific
filters on the training set and using an activation function
of the form

a

i

= max(0, f

i

� ↵) (10)

instead. Without this shift on activation we found that
SVM filters are too selective, i.e., almost all filter re-
sponses are set to zero if we rather use Eq. 7.

The observance of the two aforementioned properties
of (i) independence and (ii) calibrated sparsity in our
learning framework allows the network to represent
well face images even of other individuals. No matter
which stimuli these person-specific filters are trained
to respond best, these properties naturally enable them
to be as informative as random filters are. However,

3. Although the number of filters was empirically determined in this
study, this number can be seen as a hyperparameter to be adjusted on
other problem-domains.

4. As random filters are known to perform surprisingly well in the
general class of convolutional neural networks [49], [50], we found
valuable to investigate some of their characteristics.
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we expect that when these filters operate in images of
the persons whose face aspects they were trained to
discriminate, they might significantly increase the ability
of the system at recognizing these persons.

Even though the proposed approach is tailored to
the deep architecture of our interest and designed to
strengthen our hypothesis in the context of person-
specific face representation learning, the method seems
to extend naturally to other object recognition problems.
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to learn
“stackable” layer-wise representations with maximum-
margin classifiers. Given the large amount of variation
that unconstrained images have (e.g., Fig. 4), even large-
scale datasets such as PubFig83 — with thousands of
training images — require methods with strong general-
ization abilities. The idea of piecing together maximum-
margin filters in convolutional networks is potentially
relevant in this concern.

4.3 Experiments and Results

The experiments that we carry out in order to evaluate
our approach consist of clamping both the architecture
and filter weights of L3+ up to layer 2 and varying two
aspects of its third layer while we measure performance
in the PubFig83 dataset. The first aspect is the filter type,
i.e., how filters are determined, and the second aspect is
the number of filters.

The obvious baseline with respect to the filter type
is the use of random filters, which are used in the
standard L3+ visual representation from Sec. 3. We also
consider filters of the type proposed by Coates and
Ng in [51], whose use in large quantities corroborates
the notion that good performance can be achieved with
inexpensive filter quantization and encoding techniques
[51]. We evaluate their K-means-like method that takes
normalized and ZCA whitened patches as input and
computes filters using dot-products as the similarity
metric rather than the Euclidean distance [51].

In order to compare our approach with competitive
configurations of these methods, we scale the number
of filters in the third layer up to as many as 2,048, and
we vary this number as an experimental parameter. Both
for random as well as for K-means-like filters, we assess
performance with k = {100, 256, 512, 1024, 2048} filters.
In the person-specific case, we measure performance
with pure k = 100 person-specific filters, but we also
concatenate them with filters of the two other types, so
that the overall number of filters matches the other cases.
This gives rise to methods that we call person-specific
(PS)+random and PS+K-means-like, that are evaluated
with k = 100 + {156, 412, 924, 1948} filters.

In addition to random and K-means-like filters, we
made a substantial effort to compare our approach with
filters trained via backpropagation. However, we found
that in this case, even considering a small number of fil-
ters, the network rapidly overfits to the training samples,
resulting in poor performance on the test set. Consider-

TABLE 2
Comparisons in identification mode. A clear boost in

performance can be observed with the use of
person-specific filters. It can also be seen that

person-specific filters combine well with the other two
types. In particular, when combined with 1948

K-means-like filters, the method achieves the best result
on PubFig83 to our knowledge.

number filter type
of random K-means person- person-specific+

filters like specific- random K-means
100 85.38±.26 83.99±.42 90.62±.27 – –
256 88.18±.24 87.69±.29 – 91.43±.24 91.37±.32
512 88.76±.32 89.43±.28 – 91.60±.29 91.87±.23

1024 89.26±.26 90.46±.37 – 91.67±.25 92.17±.27
2048 89.40±.31 91.29±.34 – 91.07±.27 92.28±.26

ing both the third (convolutional) and the fourth (fully-
connected) layers, such network has almost four million
parameters when trained with k = 256 filters. We believe
that the availability of only n = 7, 470 training samples
in PubFig83 did not allow us to obtain good levels of
performance in this attempt.

Regardless the filter type and the number of filters,
all other operations and architectural parameters in the
third layer are preserved. The only exception is the
activation function, where Eq. 7 is replaced by Eq. 10
in cases where the filters are learned, i.e., when using
person-specific and K-means-like filters.5 In these cases,
↵ is determined as explained in the previous section. Still
concerning filter learning issues, we sample exactly the
same patches in both cases; each person-specific filter
(out of 100) is learned from a set of n patches, and all K-
means-like filters are learned from a training set with the
same 100n patches. Finally, as in Sec. 3, person-specific
linear SVMs are trained on top of all the resulting visual
representations.

The experimental results are presented in Table 2 and
Figs. 6 and 7 for the methods in identification mode and
in Fig. 8 in verification mode. In accordance to all results
presented in this paper, we report the mean performance
and standard error over ten dataset splits for both modes
(see Sec. 2).

From Table 2 and Fig. 6, we clearly see a dramatic
boost in performance when considering person-specific
filters, especially if we take into account correspondence
in the number of filters. Comparable levels of perfor-
mance with 100 person-specific filters is not achieved
even with 2,048 random filters and is only achieved with
more than 1,024 K-means-like filters. In addition, we see
that person-specific filters combine well with the other
two types. In particular, when combined with 1,948 K-
means-like filters, the method achieves a mean accuracy
of 92.28%, the best result on PubFig83 to our knowledge.

As expected, there is a clear relationship between the
number of filters and performance in both random and

5. As advocated in [51], this is in fact a very good encoding scheme
to use with large quantities of K-means-like filters.
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Fig. 6. Plot of the results obtained with Deep Person-
Specific Filters in identification mode. Intervals corre-
spond to standard errors.

K-means-like cases. Interestingly, K-means-like performs
worse than random with small numbers of filters but
achieves much better performance when this number
increases. While this may contradict the argument that
filter learning becomes crucial with the decrease in filter
quantity [51], it appears to corroborate the observation
that large numbers of K-means-like filters might span
the space of inputs more equitably, which increases the
chances that a few filters will be near the input and leads
to a few but high activations [51].

In Fig. 7, we present the performance of each filter
type as a function of the number of training images per
individual. It is possible to observe that person-specific
filters do not benefit from learning representations from
a single image, and this may be associated with the
lack of intrapersonal information from where to extract
discriminative face aspects. However, as the number
of training images increases, the proposed method can
progressively leverage this information to the point
where the advantage of person-specific representations
becomes clear. The consistent difference in performance
observed as the accuracy approaches 90% suggests that
the method can steadily aid recognition even at high
performance levels.

For comparison purposes, in Table 3 we present other
face identification results on PubFig83 available in the
literature. While we make a distinction between results
using aligned images and results using unaligned images,
the work of Pinto et al. [15] gives us an idea about how
these setups compare.

Unfortunately, natural comparisons to other top per-
forming methods “in the wild” — especially those eval-
uated on LFW dataset [48] (e.g., [16], [52]) — are difficult,
due to the fundamentally different nature of LFW and
PubFig83 protocols. Specifically, LFW is configured for
pair-matching, while PubFig83 allows training with a
significant number of per-individual examples. In many
cases, top performing algorithms on the LFW set are
tightly coupled to the pair-matching setting, and it is
unclear how they should be adapted to PubFig83.

In Fig. 8, we present the performance of the methods

Fig. 7. Performance of each filter type as a function
of the number of training images per individual. As the
number of images increases, person-specific filters can
progressively leverage this information to the point where
its advantage becomes clear. The consistent difference in
performance observed as the accuracy approaches 90%
suggests that the method can steadily aid recognition
even at high performance levels.

TABLE 3
Identification results on PubFig83 available in the

literature.

Pinto Chiachia Bergstra Carlos
images et al. [15] et al. [22] et al. [53] et al. [54] This

CVPRW’11 BMVC’12 ICML’13 FG’13 paper
unaligned 85.22±.45 – 86.50±.70 – –

aligned 87.11±.56 88.75±.26 – 73.47±.41 92.28±.28

in verification mode, where the task is to decide whether
or not a given test face belongs to a claimed identity.
Given that such pair matching is done with the use
of only one person-specific model with 100 filters, we
considered reasonable to compare methods only with
this number of filters. In addition to measuring perfor-
mance in the closed-set scenario, here we also consider
the open-set scenario where some test individuals are not
contained in the training set. Precisely, for each split of
the dataset, we randomly selected 50 individuals (out of
83) of which person-specific representations are learned
from the training images. While the training images of
the other 33 individuals are ignored, test images of all the
83 individuals are considered at testing time. Therefore,
in each split, the system operates with a distinct set of
50 known and 33 unknown identities.

This open-set evaluation is important not only for
practical reasons, but also because humans are con-
stantly exposed to unfamiliar faces and do not mistake
them with familiar faces. Therefore, it is desirable that
the learned representations also perform well in open-set
case.

It is possible to observe in Fig. 8 that the use of
person-specific filters causes a significant gain in perfor-
mance as compared to the use of random or K-means-
like filters. Even though there exists a natural drop in
performance between the closed- (83) and the open-
set (50+33) scenarios, the advantages of the proposed
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Fig. 8. Comparisons with Deep Person-Specific Fil-
ters in closed-set (83) and open-set (50+33) verification
regimes. When the system is set to wrongly accept only
0.01% of the test cases, we can observe a dramatic
improvement in performance, which is especially relevant
to high security applications.

approach can be perceived in both settings. Moreover,
when the system is set to wrongly accept only 0.01% of
the test cases, the use of person-specific filters results in
a great improvement in correct acceptance. In high secu-
rity applications, this difference is of extreme relevance,
suggesting that the approach of learning person-specific
representation is not only conceptually relevant — as
we observed throughout the paper — but also readily
applicable in the verification scenario. Moreover, given
that these results could possibly be improved with the
use custom-tailored open-set classifiers [55], [56], open-
set person-specific face verification is certainly a topic of
interest for future work.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented two techniques, based on
different learning principles, to explicitly and progres-
sively build on the idea that generating person-specific
representations can boost face recognition performance.

We motivated the idea as an attempt to model two
different attributes of human face perception, and con-
ducted interrelated experiments on a dataset of faces in
the wild, achieving not only insight into the value of
person-specific representation, but also state-of-the-art
results.

We first proposed the use of person-specific subspaces
to leverage any kind of input visual representation in
Rd. We believe that this approach represents a first
step towards the incorporation of the notion of face
“familiarity” into face recognition systems — a notion
that is known to be of key importance in biological
vision. In addition, we introduced an original framework
that uses SVMs to learn “deep” person-specific filters in a
convolutional neural network, again achieving superior
recognition performance.

With the consistent improvements that we observed
throughout the experiments in both face identification
and face verification tasks, we showed that the use

of intermediate, person-specific representation has the
power to boost recognition performance beyond what
either generic face representation learning, or traditional
supervised learning can achieve alone.

While any sort of supervised learning might arguably
be considered a form of “person-specific” representation,
here we have found that the inclusion of intermediate,
problem-driven person-specific representation learning
steps lead to significant boosts in performance. One
possible explanation for this phenomenon is that such
representations introduce an intermediate form of regu-
larization to the face recognition problem, allowing the
classifiers to generalize better by enforcing them to use
less but more relevant features. Exploring this hypothe-
sis, and continuing to explore the wide range of possible
techniques for learning person-specific representations
from faces in the wild will be a promising area for future
research.
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